Abstract. The Spectral Aerosol Extinction Monitoring System (SAEMS) is presented that allows us to continuously measure the spectral extinction coefficient of atmospheric aerosol particles along an approximately 2.7 km long optical path at 30-50 m height above ground in Leipzig (51.3 • N, 12.4 • E), Germany. The fully automated instrument measures the ambient aerosol extinction coefficients from 300 to 1000 nm. The main goal of SAEMS observations are long-term studies of the relationship between particle extinction and relative humidity from below 40 % to almost 100 %. The setup is presented and observations (a case study and statistical results for 2009) are discussed in terms of time series of 550 nm particle optical depth, Ångström exponent, and particle size distribution retrieved from the spectrally resolved extinction. The SAEMS measurements are compared with simultaneously performed EARLINET (European Aerosol Research Lidar Network) lidar, AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) sun photometer, and in situ aerosol observations of particle size distribution and related extinction coefficients on the roof of our institute. Consistency between the different measurements is found, which corroborates the quality of the SAEMS observations. Statistical results of a period of 1 yr (2009) show mode extinction values of 0.09 km −1 (SAEMS), 0.075 km −1 (AERONET), and 0.03 km −1 (in situ). Ångström exponents for this period are 0.19 (390-880 nm, SAEMS) and 1.55 (440-870 nm, AERONET).
Introduction
The interaction of atmospheric aerosol particles with water vapor and the related changes in the particle optical properties has been an important aspect of atmospheric research for decades (Hänel, 1976 (Hänel, , 1984 Fitzgerald et al., 1982; Carrico et al., 1998 Carrico et al., , 2000 McInnes et al., 1998; Gasso et al., 2000; Bundke et al., 2002; Fierz-Schmidhauser et al., 2010; Zieger et al., 2011 Zieger et al., , 2013 . As a function of particle chemical composition, particle age, and state of aerosol mixture, aerosols can show a very different hygroscopic behavior (i.e., water uptake with increasing relative humidity), and thus can have a rather complex impact on the optical properties of the atmosphere. There is a clear need for more field observations of aerosol optical properties as a function of relative humidity from low (< 40 %) to very high values (> 95 %) in order to better describe aerosols in climate models, to better separate aerosols and clouds in satellite remote sensing products, and for a better understanding of aerosol-cloud interaction (Koren et al., 2007 (Koren et al., , 2009 .
Motivated by the need for more aerosol field observations we designed and set up the Spectral Aerosol Extinction Monitoring System (SAEMS). The goal is to monitor the wavelength spectrum of particle extinction coefficients continuously at a height of 30-50 m above ground throughout all seasons of the year and to simultaneously measure relative humidity and temperature along the aerosol-extinction measurement path. The most interesting days for our study are those with a strong change in relative humidity, e.g., from near 100 % in the early morning to 30-40 % later on during the day, and correspondingly strong changes in the particle extinction coefficient. Besides the humidity effect, air mass transport changes and vertical mixing effects have to be taken into account in the data analysis. Emissions from local sources may also affect the results.
The aim of this first paper on SAEMS is to present the measurement setup and the measurement procedure. A description of the system is given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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uncertainty sources are briefly discussed. An overview of the observable products and unique quality assurance efforts (comparisons with photometer, lidar, and in situ measurements) are presented in Sect. 4. A summary is given in Sect. 5.
Instrument, retrieval method, and measurement procedure
The basic measurement principle of SAEMS is adapted from LP-DOAS (long-path differential optical absorption spectroscopy) (Platt and Perner, 1983; Platt, 1994) . Foregoing efforts to develop and apply a DOAS technique at the Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research (TROPOS) for aerosol extinction measurements date back to the early 1990s (Flentje et al., 1997) . A first test version of our long-path aerosol extinction spectrometer was constructed and successfully tested by Müller et al. (2005) . The steering unit for light transmission and the receiving and detection units are mounted in the roof laboratory of TROPOS (51.3 • N, 12.4 • E; 120 m above sea level). The setup of SAEMS is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 shows a sketch of the field site and the arrangement of the SAEMS measurement towers. A broadband 450 W Xe-arc high-pressure lamp (1 in Fig. 1 ) is used as radiation source. The lamp is placed in the focus of a coaxial Newtonian telescope (5) which simultaneously emitts and receives the radiation. After passing a pinhole (2), the divergent radiation beam is reflected with a planar mirror (4) on the parabolic telescope reflector (5) with 400 mm diameter and 2000 mm focal length. The beam is then sent into the atmosphere via a planar mirror (6, 600 mm diameter) that is mounted in the astronomical dome of TROPOS (Fig. 2) . This mirror can be rotated by 360 • (azimuth) and tilted by 20°(elevation) in order to find the position for maximum reflection as explained below. The transmitted beam travels through the atmosphere and is returned by one of the reflector arrays mounted at each of the both towers (Fig. 2) . During a measurement, the radiation beam is alternately directed to the reference tower and the measurement tower. The two atmospheric paths are shown in detail in Fig. 2 . In the current setup, the measurement tower is 2.84 km northeast of the reference tower, thus the difference in optical path lengths is 5.68 km.
With the mirror (6), the reflected light is again directed to the parabolic mirror (5) and then passed to a further flat mirror (8) towards the detection units. The flat mirrors (4 and 8) are arranged such that the cross sections of the transmitted and the detected radiation are ring-like. As a result of the different sizes of the two mirrors (4 and 8), the diameter of the detected intensity ring is somewhat smaller than the one of the transmitted beam. A beam splitter (9) directs light onto a photodiode (13). This large-area photodiode, which is used as reference for the spectrally resolved observation, is equipped with a 550 nm filter (11) and a lens system (10, 12). (5) parabolic mirror, (6) adjustment mirror (7) retroreflector arrays (9,15) beam splitter (10,12) lens, (11) filter at 550 nm (13) photodiode, (14) filter, (16) bifocal optical fiber, (17) CCD-camera, (18) spectrometer, (19) lock-in amplifier, (20) computer. The light (intensity I 0 )from source 1 is transmitted into the atmosphere via mirrors 4, 5, and 6. The light reflected by the retroreflector 7 (intensity I m in the case of the measurement tower and I r in the case of the reference tower) is then directed via the mirrors 6, 5, and 8, to the 550 nm photodiode 15 and the spectrometer 18. (1) High-pressure Xe-arc lamp, (2) entrance pinhole (3) chopper, (4, 8) flat mirror, (5) parabolic mirror, (6) adjustment mirror, (7) retroreflector arrays, (9, 15) beam splitter, (10, 12) lens, (11) filter at 550 nm (13) photodiode, (14) filter, (16) bifocal optical fiber, (17) CCD camera, (18) spectrometer, (19) lock-in amplifier, and (20) computer. The light (intensity I 0 ) from source 1 is transmitted into the atmosphere via mirrors 4, 5, and 6. The light reflected by the retroreflector 7 (intensity I m in the case of the measurement tower and I r in the case of the reference tower) is then directed via the mirrors 6, 5, and 8 to the 550 nm photodiode (13) and the spectrometer (18).
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The arrangement (10-13) is also used for the pre-adjustment of the system, i.e., for the precise positioning of the transmitted radiation beam on the retroreflectors. A fraction of the received light is imaged via a beam splitter (15) to a CCD camera (17), which is also used for continuous checking of the quality of the alignment (i.e., the position of the reflected spot on the reflector array).
With the lock-in amplifier (19) and the chopper (3), the light is detected phase-sensitive at the wavelength of 550 nm. The spectral information is obtained with the grating spectrometer (18). A filter (14) in front of the spectrometer suppresses the strong bands of the Xe spectrum. The light is coupled into the spectrometer (Ocean Optics) with a bifocal optical fiber (16). The spectrometer has two channels and measures the intensity in the wavelength range of 300-1000 nm with 10 nm resolution.
The emission characteristic of the lamp is not accurately known and the intensity as well as the emitted spectrum may change with time. The short-distance SAEMS measurement is therefore used as a reference measurement, and the atmospheric extinction coefficient is determined by a relative measurement of the radiative fluxes by using the two towers, as illustrated in Fig. 2a . The system-dependent spectral response is eliminated by the division of both measured radiation fluxes. As shown in Fig. 2 , the measurement paths are 30 and 50 m above ground level, respectively. At both towers, temperature and relative-humidity sensors are mounted close to the reflectors and measure these meteorological state parameters continuously. Following the denotation after Müller et al. (2005) , the measured spectral intensities I r (λ) and I m (λ) from the reference and measurement tower are given by
and
with the transmitted spectral intensity I 0 (λ) of the Xe-arc high-pressure lamp at wavelength λ; the dimensionless factors η m and η r , describing the specific tower-dependent geometry of the optical system; the optical path lengths L m and L r from the TROPOS laboratory to the two towers and back to the SAEMS setup; and the sky-background intensity spectra I m,B (λ) and I r,B (λ). The total atmospheric extinction coefficient is defined as
where b p,e is the particle extinction coefficient, b m,s denotes the molecular or Rayleigh scattering coefficient, and b m,a describes the extinction coefficient due to absorption (by different gas species). The two Eqs. (1) and (2) lead to
with the overall instrumental constant η = η m /η r , assuming that the atmospheric extinction conditions are constant during the entire measurement cycle (measurement with reference and measurement tower). The particle extinction coefficient can be obtained from the total atmospheric extinction coefficient by subtracting Rayleigh scattering and gas absorption contributions, according to Eq. (3). Rayleigh scattering can be accurately determined and corrected by means of continuously measured temperature and pressure values (Bucholtz, 1995) . To avoid a sensitive impact of gas absorption, particle extinction is measured at wavelengths with rather low, negligible gas absorption. The Ångström exponent (Ångström, 1964) is the commonly used parameter to describe the spectral dependence of the extinction coefficient,
Figure 3 presents an overview of the measurement procedure as performed continuously in the framework of our long-term monitoring program that we started in 2009. A measurement cycle consists of two parts. During the first half, the reference tower is used. By azimuthal and zenithal scans (illustrated in Fig. 3b ) the optimum path of the radiation beam, indicated by a maximum in the measured reflected intensity, is determined first. Afterwards, fine tuning provides a very accurate determination of optimum reflection, as our experience shows. As illustrated in Fig. 3b (bottom), this fine-tuning maximum may even not match the optimum position obtained after the first part of the scanning procedure with low step resolution. A single scanning step corresponds to 30 cm movement of the light beam at the measurement tower reflector array.
As the next step, a spectral intensity measurement is conducted with the spectrometer, and the 550 nm intensity is measured with the photodiode in addition. The atmospheric data are stored. The radiation beam is finally moved horizontally by 5 • off the retroreflector, and the measurement of the atmospheric background completes the first part of the measurement cycle. For the second part of one measurement 10 Sec.
Azimuthal and zenithal scans (steps 3A and 3Z, measurement at 10 positions for each scan, see scetch to the right) to find the position of maximum reflection (green and blue squares) by means of diode 13 (in Fig. 1 ).
Sky background measurement with spectrometer and photodiode after moving the radiation beam 5° off the reflector array.
Measurement of reflected intensity at 550 nm with diode 13 (in Fig. 1 ) at optimum position (red square) and spectral intensity measurement at optimum position.
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Fig. 3. (a)
Flowchart of the measurement procedure. After opening the dome (step 1), the radiation beam is directed towards the retroreflector of the reference tower (step 2). Steps 3-6 are executed for both towers successively. For each tower the procedure takes 15 min. The intensity optimization procedure by moving the mirror positions (steps 3-4) is shown schematically in (b), starting with the adjustment of the azimuth angle (upper panel, gray box). The maximum of the reflected intensity for this scan is highlighted in green. The maximum value during the zenith-angle adjustment is indicated by a blue box. Then the fine tuning with the photodiode is performed (lower panel, optimum position indicated by a red box), followed by the measurement of the spectral intensity with the spectrometer and the 550 nm diode (step 5). Afterwards the radiation beam is moved horizontally by 5 • (off the reflector, step 6) and an atmospheric background measurement is performed. Then the SAEMS radiation beam is directed to the next tower and the procedure (steps 3-6) are conducted again. Finally the spectral extinction coefficient is calculated (step 7).
cycle the beam is direct towards the measurement tower and all scanning and measurement steps are repeated. A full measurement cycle lasts 1764 s (about 30 min), and each of the tower measurement needs about 15 min (882 s). The most time-consuming task is a careful adjustment of the radiation beam (see Fig. 3b ). As shown in the result section, the time difference of 15 min between the reference and the measurement-tower observations may influence the extinction coefficient retrieval significantly. However, we usually observe a smooth, coherent time series of the particle extinction coefficient, which does not indicate a strong impact of aerosol variability on the retrieval product.
The SAEMS computer software also controls the optimum measurement integration time, which can differ significantly for the two towers. The measurement time is, for example, much larger (on the order of a factor of 1.5-5) under almost foggy conditions (at almost 100 % relative humidity). In this case the amount of reflected radiation is extremely low.
Sources of uncertainties
Several sources of uncertainty affect the accuracy of the atmospheric extinction measurement. The most relevant sources are discussed here and are related to temporal changes in the particle extinction condition, differences in the surface properties (aerosol sources) along the short and the long optical path, atmospheric turbulence, signal noise, uncertainty in the SAEMS system constant η, and adjustment errors. 
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Temporal changes of particle extinction
According to Eq. (4), the particle extinction retrieval assumes constant atmospheric extinction conditions during an entire measurement cycle of 30 min (at least 16 min of this in which the atmospheric extinction measurements are performed). This assumption is violated when short-term changes in the airflow (aerosol advection), relative humidity, aerosol emissions, and aerosol transport occur and lead to significant changes in the aerosol extinction characteristics between TROPOS and the reference tower. Changing sky background conditions on days with cumulus convection and broken cloud fields may also introduce significant uncertainty. As a result of a variable sky background, the determined background intensity may be too high or too low with respect to the intensity recorded during a tower measurement from which the background intensities are then subtracted according to Eq. (4). From our data analysis we estimate that the uncertainty is on the order 5 % with respect to the derived particle extinction coefficient.
Inhomogeneous aerosol characteristics at the surface
The analysis is based on spatially homogeneous aerosol conditions along both optical paths. Homogeneity is especially required for the two optical paths up to the distance of the reference tower. This assumption is almost fulfilled according to Fig. 2 . However, there are slight differences in terms of numbers of streets and intensity of traffic along both optical paths up to the reference tower. The contribution to particle extinction uncertainty is less than 5 %.
Atmospheric turbulence
Fluctuations in the refractive index of air because of atmospheric turbulence creates random changes in the light-path direction and thus the beam position at the reflection arrays varies during a measurement. Signal variations therefore occur. Such errors are considered in detail in Müller (2001) . These random errors can in turn be reduced by averaging over several measurements that are realized within the current measurement cycle of SAEMS. On average these errors are on the order of 0.01 km −1 for the extinction coefficient, or about 10 % in terms of relative uncertainty.
Intensity fluctuations of the light source
Similar effects as introduced by turbulence are caused by intensity fluctuations of the Xe-arc lamp. Respective errors are also reduced by averaging of several measurements. It could be noted that the lamp current also influences the lightintensity fluctuations. The current was set to a value of 18 A in our case (lamp type UXL-451-O, Ushio) at which these fluctuations are minimal. The impact on the overall uncertainty is estimated to be below 5 %.
Signal noise
With increasing atmospheric extinction (decreasing visibility) the signal-to-noise ratio decreases, which is especially the case during times with very high relative humidity. For SAEMS with an optical measurement path length of 5.84 km, our measurements are restricted to conditions with atmospheric extinction coefficients < 1 km −1 . Signal noise uncertainties are estimated to be less than 5 % at these cases of high extinction coefficients.
Uncertainty of the system constant
The determination of the system constant η is described by Müller (2001) and Lee et al. (2005) . The empirical Koschmieder formula, which links the extinction coefficient b e (λ) to the visibility V at 550 nm wavelength (Koschmieder, 1924) according to V = 3.91/b e is used in this effort. Considering this V -b e relationship in Eq. (4) and neglecting the sky background influence (to keep the explanation simple) leads to
The system constant η is ideally determined on days with high visibility. At our site, we observed visibilities up to ≈ 70 km. Remaining calibration errors are related to the uncertainty of the visibility estimate. Because high visibilities of > 50 km seldom occur, many κ estimates rely on retrievals at lower visibility. The relative uncertainty is estimated to be on the order of 5 %.
Adjustment errors
Adjustment uncertainties in the automatic adjustment cycle arise from bad coupling of the reflected intensity signal into the optical fibers. However, measurements at these conditions are usually easily identified by a low signal-to-noise ratio. The error contribution is thus less than 5 %.
SAEMS overall error estimation
According to the law of error propagation, these seven error sources lead to an overall relative error of about 15 %. These 15 % are considered in the figures of the next section as error bars of the SAEMS particle extinction coefficients.
Observational products and comparisons
We present the observational products of SAEMS in the framework of an extended case study and in the form of statistical results for the year 2009. Extensive comparisons were performed at TROPOS in 2009 and 2010 with the unique aerosol-monitoring infrastructure at the institute in Leipzig. The quality-assurance efforts include comparisons of the SAEMS retrievals with routine in situ aerosol observations, AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) sunphotometer measurements, and multiwavelength lidar profiles of particle optical properties performed in the framework of the EARLINET (European Aerosol Research Lidar Network) project. We begin with the presentation of the observations with a typical measurement example shown in Fig. 4 . The measured atmospheric extinction spectrum together with the 550 nm extinction value measured with the photodiode is given. Rayleigh scattering contributions are strong in the shortwavelength range, and gas absorption by water vapor and oxygen is strong at wavelengths around 700 nm and larger. The particle extinction coefficient is thus determined in the valleys of the atmospheric extinction spectrum, between the absorption features where gas absorption is practically negligible. In the following the presented SAEMS results are based on the particle extinction coefficients, shown as black dots in Fig. 4 .
Case study of 3 May 2009
On 3 May 2009 favorable conditions for extended comparisons between SAEMS and accompanying measurements were given. Almost cloudless conditions allowed for continuous lidar and photometer observations as shown in Fig. 5 . Before 08:00 UTC, planetary boundary-layer (PBL) top height was 500-600 m. The lidar observations in the top panel indicate the top of the PBL at about 800 m (09:00 UTC) and between 1000 and 2000 m from 09:30 to 11:00 UTC. From 11:00 to 15:30 UTC the PBL top remained almost constant around 2 km height. Above the PBL further aerosol layers were observed. The 500 nm aerosol optical depth (AOD, central panel) was 0.5-0.6 from 04:00 to 09:00 UTC and about 0.3-0.4 from 12:00 to 15:00 UTC. The slight AOD decrease with time may be partly related to a decrease in relative humidity in the PBL from the morning to the noon hours. Another reason for the higher AOD in the morning may be the contribution of local sources in the city of Leipzig. With increased PBL growth in the afternoon the local aerosol may be distributed over larger areas, and thus the AOD decreases. Values of AOD were transferred in extinction coefficients in case of known PBL or aerosol layer height from lidar measurements or GDAS data.
In the bottom plot of Fig. 5 , the SAEMS time series of the 550 nm particle extinction coefficient is shown together with the estimated vertical mean extinction coefficient for the PBL as derived from the 500 nm AOD (sun photometer) divided by the PBL depth (lidar, GDAS data) (Baars et al., 2008) , and the estimated vertical mean extinction coefficient for the entire aerosol layer reaching 3 km height. The estimated PBL mean particle extinction coefficients are unrealistically high, with values ≥ 1 km −1 , and dropped rapidly to values of 0.15-0.2 km −1 after 08:00 UTC when the PBL convection started. In contrast, the mean extinction coefficient for the entire 3 km thick aerosol layer are too low until 10:00 UTC. After Fig. 4 . SAEMS observation of spectral atmospheric extinction (red line), measured spectrum of the extinction coefficient after the correction for Rayleigh scattering (black line), Rayleigh scattering contribution to the measured spectrum (blue line), and particle extinction coefficient (black circles) after corrections for trace gas absorption and Rayleigh scattering.
12:00 UTC, SAEMS and AERONET-derived extinction coefficients are in reasonable agreement. Because relative humidity is lowest close to the surface and steadily increases with height in a well-mixed PBL, on average, the higher relative humidity along the vertical path may be responsible for the slightly higher AERONET extinction values here when compared to the SAEMS values. With decreasing relative humidity, the particle coefficient at 30-50 m height decreases strongly before 09:00 UTC and thus at times before the onset of the convective PBL evolution. After 09:00 UTC the increasing PBL top height (and thus the increasing air volume available to distribute the urban aerosol pollution over the lower troposphere) contributes to a further decrease of the SAEMS extinction values. The smooth and coherent SAEMS time series indicates that the method with two independent measurements within 15 min works well and does not introduce artifacts.
Four-day backward trajectories (HYSPLIT, Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model) (Draxler and Rolph, 2011) are shown in Fig. 6 to identify the origin of the detected PBL aerosol. The air masses were mainly transported from northeast before noon. At about 18:30 UTC, a strong change in the air mass occurred, indicated by a strong increase in the relative humidity (see Fig. 5 , bottom panel). In accordance with the 21:00 UTC backward trajectories, moist air masses have been transported from the west during the evening hours.
The lidar measurements in Fig. 7 provide an overview of the vertical aerosol layering in terms of particle extinction coefficient and Ångström exponent on 3 May 2009, 11:00-13:00 UTC. The respective SAEMS results and the AERONET-photometer-derived Ångström exponent are shown in addition. The SAEMS extinction value at 550 nm agrees well with the lidar observation, and adds a trustworthy extinction value in the near range of the lidar, where the lidar observations are usually no longer trustworthy because of uncertainties in the correction of the overlap effect. The lidar-derived particle extinction values are obtained from a combined lidar-photometer analysis (see, e.g, Ansmann, 2006 ) that delivers column extinction-to-backscatter ratios for the lidar wavelengths, accurate backscatter coefficient profiles, and finally also trustworthy estimates of the extinction profiles. The column lidar ratios of 75 sr (532 nm) and 53 sr (1064 nm) together with the Ångström exponent of 1.75-2 indicate fresh urban haze dominated by fine-mode particles. The lidar observation also indicates that the lofted layer from PBL top to about 3 km height contributes about 0.1 to the total 532 nm AOD, which explains the found bias between the AERONET and SAEMS extinction values in Fig. 5 (bottom panel) . The scatter in the SAEMS-derived Ångström exponents in Fig. 7 (full range of determined values for the 04:00-16:00 UTC period is given as a bar) originate from the measurement uncertainties introduced by the temporally subsequent reference-and measurement-tower observations, which has a much more sensitive influence on the determination of the spectral slope of the particle extinction coefficient than on the 550 nm particle extinction values, as well as from short-term particle size changes caused by road dust, road construction activities, and other anthropogenic processes that lead to the release of coarse-mode particles. In Fig. 8 , the SAEMS extinction time series are compared with values calculated from in situ observations of the particle size distribution (1 h mean values). In situ particle size distributions of dry particles are measured continuously at TROPOS within the German Ultrafine Aerosol Network (GUAN; Birmili et al., 2009) . The combination of a twin differential mobility particle sizer (TDMPS; Birmili et al., 1999) , and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) provide a wide size distribution between 5 nm and 10 µm. These observations are performed at almost the same height level as the SAEMS observations, but at a distance of 300-3000 m west of the SAEMS optical measurement path. The particle extinction coefficient is calculated with a Mie scattering code from the dry particle size distribution and by assuming refractive index values for non-absorbing urban aerosol particles (real part of 1.53). The computed extinction coefficients for dry conditions are then converted into extinction values Red stars are computed from in situ-measured dry particle size distribution, and blue stars are computed from the in situ observations after applying a particle-water-uptake correction. A strong correlation of particle extinction and relative humidity (light-blue line) is obvious.
for ambient humidity conditions by using the parameterization for urban aerosol as proposed by Hänel (1984) . On 3 May 2009, the relative humidity inside the instruments was approximately 25 %.
Good agreement between the humidity-corrected in situ observations and those of the SAEMS are found for the period from 08:00 to 18:00 UTC, especially after 12:00 UTC, when the relative humidity was very low, the atmosphere well mixed, and the aerosol horizontally homogeneous distributed. The good agreement again corroborates the quality of the SAEMS observations. Before 08:00 UTC, strong deviations between the different measurements are given, and can be explained by a potentially wrong humidity correction of the in situ data, horizontal inhomogeneities in the aerosol distribution, and the use of non-appropriate refractive index in the Mie scattering calculations.
Another product of SAEMS is the spectral slope of the particle extinction spectrum. In Fig. 9 , the comparison of the spectral extinction coefficient measured with SAEMS, AERONET photometer, and in situ measurements (for dry aerosol particles) is presented. The shown observations are in reasonable agreement. The AERONET Ångström exponent is higher than the SAEMS Ångström value because of the probably dominating influence of the fine-mode aerosol in the column (controlled by regional and long-range transport) and the stronger influenced of coarse-mode particles (local aerosols) on the SAEMS observations. The in situ measurements are performed on the roof of the TROPOS building, several hundred meters away from direct aerosol sources like streets. AERONET-derived spectral AOD shown as vertical mean for the 3 km tropospheric aerosol layer (blue triangles) and extinction coefficients computed from in situ-measured particle size distributions (red stars, dry aerosol particles) are shown. The corresponding Ångström exponents α (400-900 nm) are also specified. Figure 10 finally presents the results of the in situmeasured and retrieved volume size distributions derived from the spectral data shown in Fig. 9 . The inversion of the spectral data was performed by the algorithm of Müller et al. (1999a, b) and Veselovskii et al. (2002) . Discrete spectral extinction values were used as input data.The SAEMS results are the most uncertain ones. It is well known that spectral extinction data alone only allow for a rough estimation of the size distribution. In contrast, the AERONET size distribution retrieval is based on spectral AOD observations as well as on measurements of the particle-scattering phase function. These results are much more accurate, but are representative of the vertical column, and thus dominated by fine-mode particles as discussed above. Under the rough assumption of a homogeneous aerosol layer of 3 km height the columnar size distribution was converted into volume size distribution.
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All three approaches show the bimodal size distribution. A good agreement is found between the in situ and the SAEMS observations concerning the fine-mode particles. AERONET column observations fit well with SAEMS in the case of the fine mode and the coarse mode. The comparably low ratio of fine-mode to coarse-mode particle volume concentration in the case of SAEMS may again be caused by the strong impact of coarse soil dust along the measurement path of 30-50 m above streets, construction areas, and sites of industrial activities. 
Statistics
The long-term monitoring potential is another unique feature of SAEMS. An overview of the statistical distributions of the particle extinction coefficients and Ångström exponents observed in the year of 2009 is given in Figs. 11 and 12. About 30 % of the year 2009 were covered by SAEMS measurements, i.e., 5314 half-hour extinction values are considered in Fig. 11 . For all 2009 AERONET AOD values the PBL height was determined, from available ceilometer or lidar observations or from numerical weather forecast data (GDAS: global data assimilation system, http://www.arl.noaa.gov/gdas.php) (Kanamitsu, 1989) to determine the shown estimated mean PBL extinction coefficients. The agreement between the SAEMS and the AERONET frequency distributions is good, keeping in mind that SAEMS measurements are strongly influenced by locally produced aerosol particles, whereas the AERONET values show the influence of regional to long-range transport on aerosol particles, and are widely dominated by impact of lofted fine-mode aerosol. The comparison of SAEMS results with the extinction values derived from the in situmeasured size distribution of dry aerosol particles nicely shows the influence of ambient humidity conditions on the particle extinction. The mode extinction values of the fitted curves are 0.09 km −1 (SAEMS), 0.075 km −1 (AERONET), and 0.03 km −1 (in situ). The comparison of the AERONET and SAEMS Ångström exponents reveals a relatively narrow AERONET spectrum with 80 % of the values in the interval from 1.1 to 1.8, which clearly indicates the dominance of fine-mode aerosol in the vertical column over Leipzig throughout the year, and a broad SAEMS spectrum that may be strongly influenced by locally emitted coarse-mode particles occurring frequently close to the surface. However, about 5-8 % of the SAEMS Ångström values are unrealistically large (> 2.0) and 15 % of the values are extremely low < 0.2, which may indicate the SAEMS retrieval uncertainties in the Ångström exponent determination. Nevertheless, at low height, considerably lower Ångström values prevail because of road dust and dust originating from constructional activities. 
Conclusions
The Spectral Aerosol Extinction Monitoring System (SAEMS) was described which is able to continuously measure particle extinction spectra at ambient conditions around the clock and throughout the year. The spectral extinction coefficient of atmospheric aerosol particles is measured along an approximately 5.7 km long optical path at 30-50 m height above ground at TROPOS, Leipzig. The unique infrastructure at TROPOS allowed us to perform comprehensive comparisons with lidar, photometer, and in situ aerosol observations of aerosol optical and microphysical properties. The statistical analysis and the case study verify good to acceptable agreement between the different measurements and corroborate the potential of SAEMS to provide trustworthy particle extinction spectra as time series.
In the next step we will focus on the analysis of our long-term observation performed since 2009, with emphasis on the relationship between particle extinction and relative humidity. The new aspect here is to concentrate on particle extinction measurements up to > 95 % relative humidity. In the future, we will also implement a water vapor spectrometer to accurately determine the absolute water vapor concentration and, by combing these water vapor measurements with the temperature measurements, improve the quality of relative humidity measurements, especially at very high relative humidities.
